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Lothar Wettstein’s biography of Nazi leader Josef Bürckel seeks to reassess the importance of the 

Gauleiter of the Palatinate, commissioner for the integration both the Saar and Austria into Germany, and 

later head of the occupation authority in Lorraine. For Wettstein, although historians have deal with 

elements of his career – in the Saar, in his Church policies, etc. – significant stretches of his life remain 

opaque. Wettstein concedes that Bürckel’s political life has at times well detailed, his contributions to both 

Nazi success and failure has among historians »nicht die echte Würdigung [gefunden] und Bürckel in 

seiner Machtfülle und Machtkompetenz nicht erkannt und vor allem seine unleugbaren Erfolge meist nicht 

richtig gewürdigt und eingeschätzt, wenn nicht sogar verkannt [wird]« (p. 18). In particular, Wettstein 

wants to focus on Bürckel’s key role in the reintegration of the Saar, during the Anschluss, and in wake of 

the Sudeten crisis. The portrait – at times incomplete – which emerges of Bürckel is one of ambitiously 

driven Nazi, dedicated lieutenant of Hitler, a fixer of critical situations, a fierce critic of the Catholic Church, 

and vengeful scourge of past opponents. Indeed, Bürckel helped to advance the Nazi cause on a number 

of fronts. 

After briefly beginning at the end, Bürckel’s 1947 reburial, Wettstein proceeds largely in chronological 

fashion, though he does at times offer brief side trips to explore, for example, Bürckel’s views on 

antisemitism (a ranging and at times disjointed excursion) or his ambition to create a combined Gau from 

the Palatinate and Saar. Before turning to the key points in Bürckel’s career, Wettstein moves through his 

early years as a teacher, his discharge from the military, and rather opaque activities during the Palatinate 

separatist movement. Although critical of earlier historians’ lack of coverage of this period, it is not clear 

Wettstein has uncovered anything more than sparse traces of Bürckel’s early life. As a leader of the Nazi 

movement in the Palatinate from the mid-1920s onward, Bürckel, especially after several early bumpy 

years, emerged as a harsh taskmaster, pushing the tempo of Nazi propaganda in the region as well as 

local membership drives. Indeed, his relative successes in elections allowed him to overcome local 

criticisms, endear himself to Hitler, and once the Nazis gained power in 1933, to increasingly shape his 

own political fiefdom in the Palatinate. 

Wettstein then plunges into some of the central moments of Bürckel’s career. Specifically, Wettstein views 

the campaign over the Saar vote as a key moment in Bürckel’s attempt to fix himself within the firmament 

of Nazi leaders, a success that would put him in a key position to later help organize the post-Anschluss 

integration of Austria into the Third Reich. In the closing stages of his career, Bürckel took on the role of 
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overseeing the occupation of Lorraine where he sought to impose a swift Germanization of the region, 

though such efforts would be limited both by fighting with other Nazi officials such as Albert Speer and 

Heinrich Himmler, and eventually due to his own ill health and eventual passing in 1944. 

Part of Bürckel’s success, Wettstein demonstrates, was his ability to bring his own people into new 

situations such as the Saar or Austria to drum up support for rallies, and the respective plebiscites in both 

regions, and then subsequently to ensure a lack of sustained opposition to integration in Germany. 

Likewise, Bürckel’s unwillingness to brook any hint of political activity not in the service of Nazi ambitions 

emerges as a constant in his activities as Gauleiter in the Palatinate, and later in his roles in the Saar, 

Austria, and Lorraine. 

Wettstein shapes this biography partially written out of primary sources, partially out of existing literature. 

In particular, he relies heavily on Bürckel’s speeches, and coverage of his activities, in such papers as the 

NSZ-Rheinfront. At one level this approach renders the work largely a political biography. Bürckel’s private 

life is more or less left behind after the opening chapters. Moreover, the reader also never really gets a 

deep sense of the source of some of Bürckel’s key passions such as his ferocious anti-Catholicism. 

Bürckel’s clashes with various opponents – Church officials, local Nazi rivals, and fellow Nazi potentates – 

likewise have a hollow quality as one either gets Bürckel’s view drawn from Nazi newspapers, or more 

condensed versions drawn from other scholars. 

Wettstein’s heavy reliance upon others’ scholarship makes the study more synthetic than groundbreaking. 

For example, the chapters on the Anschluss and its aftermath lean quite heavily on the scholarship of 

Gerhard Botz and Maximilian Liebmann. Although claiming to reexamine Bürckel’s role in the Sudetenland 

Crisis, and indeed emphasizing such in the introduction, upon closer examination Bürckel’s influence, 

largely (if anything) on some of the moves of Josef Tiso. Moreover, in a work that at times delves deeply, 

and in overly long fashion, to some of Bürckel’s minor spats in the Palatinate and Saar, the brevity of the 

Sudeten material seems to belie the claim of Bürckel’s importance in this matter. 

More generally, it is a shame that Wettstein does not engage more fully some of the existing literature on 

the nature and exercise of power in Nazi Germany. Bürckel, for example, often managed to invoke the 

power of Führer to get his way, whether in his dealings with rivals in Austria or the Palatinate. He also 

knew how to present measures as fait accompli to obviate opposition from rivals in the Party. Wettstein 

also makes clear that in certain matters such as disagreements with Himmler or in seeking an expanded 

Gau, Bürckel found his ambitions stymied. It’s a lost opportunity, parallel to the rather flat view Wettstein’s 

sources give of many of Bürckel’s key disputes. Conversely, anchoring Bürckel’s career in the deep 

literature of the Nazi regime would actually serve to enhance Wettstein’s work. 

Josef Bürckel offers the portrait of a key leader within the Nazi regime. A serviceable attempt, and one that 

will be used to scholars of Nazi Germany, it nonetheless will not likely attain a similar place that Peter 

Longerich, Ulrich Herbert, or Ian Kershaw have achieved in their respective studies of Himmler, Werner 
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Best, and Hitler.
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